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OUR FLOW OF
Posturing, Verbal Tactics, Guidance & Control By Placement (Non or
Pre Contact Exchange), Low Level Physical Controls - Socially
Escapable Physical Contact, Elevated Force De-escalating the
Situation, Holding up Appearances and Social Expectations.

FORCE:

ofWe will give you an overview of our multiple levels study:

this!misstowantnotdoYouYou do not want to miss this!

ofLevels
Assault Tactics Methods;

Ground Fighting;
Movements In and Around Vehicles;
Dealing with Halls, Walls and Doors;
Counter Grappling ahd Ground Fighting;
Firearm Disarming and Weapon Retention.

Sifu Alan Baker is a high-performance coach and an internationally
recognized martial arts & self-defense expert. He has over 42 years of
continuous experience in the arts. He has been training continuously in
the Martial Arts since 1981 and teaching since 1990. He has also been
recognized for developing the Warriors Path self-improvement Program,
authoring two books, and is the Civilian Tactical Training Association
founder.
In the course of his career, he has attained the level of black belt or higher
in multiple disciplines of martial arts as well as numerous instructor-level
certifications in other systems under some of the industry’s most
renowned teachers.
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